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About This Game

Morphite is a casual atmospheric FPS, set in a low poly stylized universe.

This is the story of Myrah Kale, a young woman whose life takes a sudden turn when a simpl 5d3b920ae0
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pretty cool. So many minor problems that add up too fast to enjoy. The scanner has a 2 foot range and it has a tendency to turn
off if blocked. unreliable for being chased by something hostile. The models also appear similar, so you constantly need to scan
everything and get an error message saying you already scanned this. Also no discrepency to what can and cannot be scanned,
plus animals are too fast to keep up with a laggy camera. Scanning is the main way to get money for upgrades, which are the
only way to play the game without losing your sanity or dying. I have to assume this last part because the upgrade system needs a
complete overhaul. I couldn't select anything to upgrade because the same button to select moves the category for what you're
upgrading. I played 90 mins of a fool's errand to get credit to upgrade tech, just to find out that the game is too unpolished to
actually upgrade any of it. I would be fine with all this if the game were in early access, but this is unacceptable if its finished.
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Needs some work done.. it has that weird old atari vibe to it, you know like some things are simple shapes with flat colors
without textures and everything has that dreamy hue to it, pretty nice, it's more like a Metroid game rather an a NMS alternative,
doesn't have that much interaction or crafting at all, most NPCs are there for aesthetics and is in a way rudimentary, it also
seems to be a port from a mobile game so, it might not receive further changes in the future at all, keep that in mind. pretty
cool. The game starts off good, but it goes downhill before too long. The voice acting is decent, for the most part, but let down
by one or two scenes. The main reason I can't recommend this game is that minor issues pile up after a while. After finding the
third key to open a gate on one of the story missions, waiting for the gate to open and using a grappling hook to get through the
gate, I managed to fall through the world and die. After this the gate already had three keys in it, but my checkpoint had been at
a location where the gate was still closed. So there was no way for me to progress short of replaying a whole level (planet?).
Also, I don't know how late in the game the spaceflight and ground vehicles shown in the trailer appear, but I didn't reach them.
Also, while you can scan plants and animals for upgrades, this is not what you need for weapon or suit upgrades. I had a
boatload of currency by the time I gave up, but not enough "Quantium" or "Lumite" to upgrade anything other than my ship.
The useless nature of ship upgrades is another thing. In my 5-ish hours I had two instaces of ship combat, which lasted maybe
20 seconds each. As a result I never felt the need to upgrade my weapons for my ship and instead save my money hoping for a
random trader to sell me minerals so I could get useful upgrades for my guns which never seemed to have enough ammo.. Really
cool sci-fi explorer RPG. Still needs a few updates to fix a few bugs, but has lots of potential.. A playable version of No Man's
Sky. The core Gameplay is the same but this only costs 15$ and it has a lot more content in the game at the same time. Here is
just a small list of all the things Morthite has over NMS: Good Interfaces Good inventory management Voice acting Boss fights
Combat against more than drones Side Quests Aliens that walk around Diffent Weapon Typs etc I have to mention that the
game has a few minior bugs right now, but nothing Game breaking. The most annoying thing being that the Cut-scene trigger
areas are too small for a game where you can wall jump anywhere and so might miss the point you are supposed to enter an
area.. This game looks interesting, but it is unplayable (on a mac). The mouse does not lock on the screen in first person mode
(Even on Fullscreen mode with a single monitor). This means that every time you look up or down, the mouse will go out of the
window and appear over the game interface, so then you can see the mouse moving across the screen when you move the mouse.
This game seems promising, however this glitch simply ruins this game. If this bug is fixed, then I would be more than happy to
revise this review.. Can't rebind controls (prompted button doesn't work) Refunding. If you can't put in rebindable keys then
stop making games altogether.
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